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Targeting the Optimal Design and Operational Flexibility of Steam Cycles and Steam Networks

INTRODUCTION

Steam cycles and steam networks are essential for a wide range of thermal power plants and
industrial processes. Today steam cycles are used not only in fossil-fired power plants and
nuclear power plants but also as heat recovery cycles in gas turbine combined cycles (GTCCs)
(Gülen 2019), integrated gasification combined cycles (IGCCs) and polygeneration plants
(e.g., coproducing electricity and hydrogen or synthesis fuels) (Elsido et al., 2019). Steam
networks and combined heat and power cycles are typically used to optimize the heat
integration of a wide range of industrial processes (Luo et al., 2016). Steam cycles are
used also in renewable technologies such as concentrated solar power plants (Gonzalo
et al., 2019) and large biomass-fired plants (Amec-Foster-Wheeler 2016), as well as waste-
to-energy plants (Beiron et al., 2019). While steam cycle components are considered mature
technologies, it is important to note that each application features a specific optimal
thermodynamic design of the steam cycle (i.e., cycle configuration and steam pressures/
temperatures) as well as a tailored control strategy for off-design and ramping (Martelli et al.).
While these criteria are well known for fired steam cycles and combined cycle power plants,
those for novel energy systems (e.g., Integrated Solar Combined Cycles) are still an object of
research and development efforts in both academia and industry [see, e.g., (Elsido et al. 2021),
and (Temraz et al., 2021)]. Such efforts are spurred by the need of minimizing fuel
consumption and the related environmental emissions. Furthermore, the increased
penetration of renewable energy sources in the generation of electrical power recently
raises technical and economic challenges for the operation of these plants. Existing
thermal power plants have to be retrofitted with optimized components [e.g., warming
and pre-warming systems for the steam turbine (Pehle et al., 2020)] and control systems
(Casella et al., 2011) to improve their operational flexibility, such as ramping rates and
shutdown/start-up times. Consequently, accurate dynamic simulation tools are being
developed for developing novel equipment designs, control systems, and start-up
procedures (Alobaid et al. 2017).
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This special collection intends to present an overview of the
technology’s state-of-the-art, novel applications, design criteria
and methodologies, dynamic simulation tools, and optimization
approaches.

SPECIAL ISSUE CONTRIBUTIONS

The paper (Stefanitsis et al.) proposes a 1-D dynamic process
simulation model (validated with experimental data) for the
combustion of solid fuels in a one MWth circulating fluidized bed.
It was found that the thermal energy storage system can improve the
load flexibility of the circulating fluidized bed combustor, as the
ramp-up and ramp-down times were shown to be significantly
shorter.

The paper (Temraz et al.) investigated the dynamic
instabilities of two-phase water/steam flows, an issue of great
relevance for the accurate design and operation of thermal power
plants, cryogenic processes and chemical plants. The dynamic
instabilities of an evaporator pipe of a natural circulation vertical
heat recovery steam generator were investigated experimentally.

The paper (Gülen) reviews the state-of-the-art in steam
turbine technology and Rankine cycle in the context of
thermal power plants, e.g., coal-fired power and combined
cycle power. The steam cycle was analyzed based on a cycle
analysis drawing upon the second law of thermodynamics and the
concept of exergy. The status of technology development was
discussed and how far it can still progress. Based on the
comparison with supercritical CO2 cycles (a novel technology
under development), the author concludes that steam cycles will
continue to be the benchmark technology for most applications.

The paper (Mocholí Montañés et al.) proposes a method for
optimizing simultaneously the thermodynamics and the heat
exchanger geometries for compact bottoming cycles to be
installed on offshore oil and gas platforms. By selecting ten
different manufactural tubes, ten different designs were
generated with optimum minimum weight for the bottom
cycle. The selection of smaller outer tube diameters in the heat
exchanger of the once-through steam generator is a critical factor
for lightweight and compact steam cycle designs. The results
show that more compact and lighter designs respond faster to
changes in gas turbine operation and can reduce controlling
difficulties and stabilize bottoming cycles for power generation.

The review paper (Martelli et al.) provides a comprehensive
review of simulation and optimization approaches related to
steam cycles: 1) the mathematical background relevant to
power plant simulation and optimization problems (both
steady-state and dynamic) and codes, 2) approaches, criteria
and software used to design and optimize steam cycles, 3)
methodologies for the design optimization of novel steam
cycles and complex steam networks, 4) studies on the dynamic
simulation of steam cycles. The final section of this review
highlights current research trends and points out important
research gaps to be addressed.

CONCLUSION

The editors of this special collection are pleased to bring a clear
review of the state-of-the-art as well as recent advancements in
steam cycle power plants to the scientific community. The
contributions also pointed out important research gaps to be
addressed, namely, 1) investigating experimentally the effect of
evaporator pipe orientation and the pressure on two-phase flow
dynamic instabilities, 2) developing methodologies and software
for the combined optimization of cycle design, off-design
operation, and plant dynamics (start-up/shut-down, ramping)
considering thermo-mechanical stresses acting on thick-wall
components, 3) performing dynamic analyzes of integrated
steam cycles such as those used in integrated gasification
combined cycles.
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